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Abstract. This paper addresses the stability analysis of infinite-dimensional sampled-data
systems under unbounded perturbations. We present two classes of unbounded perturbations pre-
serving the exponential stability of sampled-data systems. To this end, we investigate the continuity
of strongly continuous semigroups with respect to their generators, considering the uniform operator
topology.
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we study the robustness of the exponential sta-
bility of infinite-dimensional sampled-data systems under unbounded perturbations.
Modern control systems employ digital technology for the implementation of con-
trollers, and sampled-data control plays an important role in cyber-physical systems.
It is also worth emphasizing that the analysis and synthesis of sampled-data
systems are of great theoretical interest due to the interaction between continuous-
time and discrete-time dynamics. One particular approach to overcome the difficulty
arising from this hybrid property is the lifting technique developed in [2, 27], which
treats the intersample behavior of sampled-data systems in a unified, time-invariant
framework. For infinite-dimensional systems, various sampled-data control problem
have been studied, for example, stabilization [9, 10, 15, 17, 20, 23], robustness analysis
with respect to sampling for stabilization [16, 21, 22], and output regulation [12–14,
18, 25]. However, relatively little work has been done on the stability analysis of
perturbed infinite-dimensional sampled-data systems.
Consider the following sampled-data system with state space X and input space
U (both Banach spaces):
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +B0u(t) ∀t ≥ 0; x(0) = x0 ∈ X,(1.1a)
u(kτ + t) = Fx(kτ) ∀t ∈ [0, τ), ∀k ∈ Z+,(1.1b)
where x(t) ∈ X, u(t) ∈ U , τ > 0 is a sampling period, A is the generator of a strongly
continuous semigroup T (t) on X, and the input operator B0 and the feedback operator
F are bounded linear operators from U to X and from X to U , respectively. Since
we here give only stability analysis and do not go over to feedback design, we define
the bounded operator B := B0F on X for simplicity of notation. By the standard
theory of strongly continuous semigroups (see, e.g., [1,4,7,8]), this abstract evolution
equation (1.1) has the unique solution defined recursively by
x(0) = x0,(1.2a)
x(kτ + t) = T (τ)x(kτ) +
∫ t
0
T (s)Bx(kτ)ds ∀t ∈ (0, τ ], ∀k ∈ Z+.(1.2b)
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We assume that the nominal sample-data system (1.1) is exponentially stable, which
is defined as follows:
Definition 1.1 (Exponential stability). The sampled-data system (1.1) is expo-
nentially stable with decay rate greater than ω if there exist M ≥ 1 and ω˜ > ω such
that the solution x(t) given by (1.2) satisfies
(1.3) ‖x(t)‖ ≤Me−ω˜t‖x0‖ ∀x0 ∈ X, ∀t ≥ 0.
Consider a linear operator D : dom(D) ⊂ X → X, and let the generator A in (1.1a)
be perturbed by this operator D. Consequently, the perturbed sampled-data system
is written as
x˙(t) = (A+D)x(t) +B0u(t) ∀t ≥ 0; x(0) = x0 ∈ X,(1.4a)
u(kτ + t) = Fx(kτ) ∀t ∈ [0, τ), ∀k ∈ Z+.(1.4b)
The difficulty in analyzing the stability of the perturbed system (1.4) arises from the
unboundedness of the operator D. In this paper, we focus on two typical classes
of unbounded perturbations and provide conditions for preservation of exponential
stability. We denote by X1 the Banach space
(
dom(A), ‖ · ‖A
)
, where ‖ · ‖A is the
graph norm for A, i.e., ‖x‖A := ‖x‖+ ‖Ax‖ for x ∈ dom(A). The first theorem shows
that the exponential stability of the sampled-data system is robust against unbounded
perturbations called Miyadera-Voigt perturbations.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the nominal sampled-data system (1.1) is exponen-
tially stable with decay rate greater than ω. Choose t0 > 0 arbitrary. There exists
0 < q < 1 such that for every bounded linear operator D : X1 → X satisfying∫ t0
0
‖DT (s)x‖ds ≤ q‖x‖ ∀x ∈ dom(A),
the perturbed sampled-data system (1.4) is also exponentially stable with decay rate
greater than ω.
In the second theorem, we consider only the case where T (t) is an analytic semi-
group (see, e.g., Chapter XVII in [8], Section II.4.a in [7], and Section 3.7 in [1] for
analytic semigroups). This restriction allows us to deal with a larger class of un-
bounded perturbations, called relatively A-bounded perturbations, than in the first
theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that the nominal sampled-data system (1.1) is exponen-
tially stable with decay rate greater than ω and that T (t) is an analytic semigroup.
There exist α, β > 0 such that for every linear operator D : dom(D) ⊂ X → X
satisfying dom(A) ⊂ dom(D) and
‖Dx‖ ≤ α‖Ax‖+ β‖x‖ ∀x ∈ dom(A),
the perturbed sampled-data system (1.4) is also exponentially stable with decay rate
greater than ω.
Note that the theorems above implicitly assume the existence of the strongly contin-
uous semigroup generated by the perturbed operator A + D. The existence of the
semigroup has been proved in [19] for Miyadera-Voigt perturbations and in [8, Chap-
ter XIII] for relatively A-bounded perturbations, respectively; see Theorems 3.1 and
4.2 below for more rigorous statements.
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Let TD(t) denote the strongly continuous semigroup generated by A + D. In
the beginning of the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we show that if ‖T (t)− TD(t)‖
is sufficiently small on [0, τ ], then the perturbed sampled-data system (1.4) is also
exponentially stable. To evaluate ‖T (t) − TD(t)‖ on [0, τ ], we use the variation of
parameter formula for Miyadera-Voigt perturbations and the integral representation
of an analytic semigroup for relatively A-bounded perturbations, respectively.
In Section 2, we present basic results on the exponential stability of sampled-data
systems and the robustness of power stability. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.3 and then provide an example to
compare the perturbation classes in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. In Section 5, we present
several examples to illustrate the obtained results.
Notation and terminology. We denote by Z+ the set of nonnegative integers.
For r > 0, we define Dr := {z ∈ C : |z| < r} and Er := {z ∈ C : |z| > r}.
For a set Ω ⊂ C, its closure is denoted by Ω. For δ ∈ (0, pi/2], we define Σδ :=
{z ∈ C \ {0} : | arg z| ≤ δ} . Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let us denote by L(X,Y )
the space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y . We write L(X) for L(X,X).
An operator ∆ ∈ L(X) is said to be power stable if there exists constants M ≥ 1 and
θ ∈ (0, 1) such that ‖∆k‖ ≤ Mθk for every k ∈ Z+. For a linear operator A from X
to Y , we denote by dom(A) the domain of A. The resolvent set of a linear operator
A : dom(A) ⊂ X → X is denoted by %(A), and R(λ,A) := (λI −A)−1 for λ ∈ %(A).
2. Preliminaries. For the nominal sampled-data system (1.1), define the oper-
ator ∆τ ∈ L(X) by








= ∆τx(kτ) for every k ∈ Z+.
Lemma 2.1 below provides the relationship between the exponential stability of
the sampled-data system and the power stability of ∆τ . One can obtain this result
by slightly modifying the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [20].
Lemma 2.1. For any τ > 0, the sampled-data system (1.1) is exponentially stable
with decay rate greater than ω if and only if eωτ∆τ is power stable.
By Corollary 4.5 of [26], which gives the stability radius of an infinite-dimensional
discrete-time system, one can also immediately obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a Banach space, and let ∆1 ∈ L(X) and κ > 0. If κ∆1
is power stable, then there exists  > 0 such that κ∆2 is also power stable for every
∆2 ∈ L(X) satisfying ‖∆1 −∆2‖ < .
Applying Lemma 2.2 to the operator ∆τ defined by (2.1), we obtain the following
simple result.
Proposition 2.3. For j ∈ {1, 2}, let Tj be strongly continuous semigroups and
define




For a given κ > 0, suppose that κ∆τ,1 is power stable. There exists  > 0 such that
the inequality
(2.2) ‖T1(t)− T2(t)‖ <  ∀t ∈ [0, τ ]
implies that κ∆τ,2 is also power stable.
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Proof. Suppose that (2.2) holds for some  > 0. Since








‖∆τ,1 −∆τ,2‖ ≤ ‖T1(τ)− T2(τ)‖+
∫ τ
0
‖T1(s)− T2(s)‖ · ‖B‖ds
≤ (1 + τ‖B‖).
Thus, Lemma 2.2 yields the desired conclusion.
Motivated by Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, we will study the continuity of
strongly continuous semigroups with respect to their generators in Sections 3 and 4.
For the strong operator topology, this continuity has been obtained as the Trotter-
Kato Approximation theorem in [11, 24]; see also Section III.4.b in [7] and Section
3.6 in [1]. However, we here need the continuity for the uniform operator topology.
Theorems 13.5.8 and 13.7.3 of [8] show that strongly continuous semigroups have such
a continuity property uniformly with respect to t in a compact interval of (0,∞).
These results are not quite sufficient for our purpose, because the continuity property
in the interval [0, τ ] is required in Proposition 2.3. The main results in Sections 3 and
4, Theorems 3.2 and 4.3, can be regarded as extensions of Theorems 13.5.8 and 13.7.3
of [8], respectively.
3. General semigroup and Miyadera-Voigt perturbations. The objective
of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. We first recall the perturbation theorem
of Miyadera-Voigt. This theorem guarantees that for the class of perturbations D in
Theorem 1.2, the perturbed operatorA+D generates a strongly continuous semigroup.
Theorem 3.1 ( [19], Corollary III.3.16 of [7]). Let A be the generator of a





‖DT (s)x‖ds ≤ q‖x‖ ∀x ∈ dom(A)
for some 0 ≤ q < 1 and t0 > 0. Then the sum A + D with domain dom(A + D) :=
dom(A) generates a strongly continuous semigroup TD(t) on X. Moreover, for every
x ∈ dom(A) and every t ≥ 0, TD(t) satisfies
TD(t)x = T (t)x+
∫ t
0




We call (3.2a) the variation of parameter formula for the perturbed semigroup TD(t).
Using Theorem 3, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 3.2. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T (t)
on a Banach space X, and choose t0 > 0 arbitrarily. For every , τ > 0, there exists
0 < q < 1 such that for every D ∈ L(X1, X) satisfying (3.1), the perturbed semigroup
TD(t) generated by A+D satisfies
‖T (t)− TD(t)‖ <  ∀t ∈ [0, τ ].(3.3)
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Proof. Let t0, τ > 0 be given, and suppose that D ∈ L(X1, X) satisfies (3.1) for
some 0 < q < 1. By (3.2a), we obtain
(3.4) T (t)x− TD(t)x =
∫ t
0
T (t− s)DTD(s)xds ∀x ∈ dom(A), ∀t ≥ 0.
Since every strongly continuous semigroup is uniformly bounded on a compact
interval, there exists M ≥ 1 such that ‖T (t)‖ ≤M for every t ∈ [0, τ ]. Let nt0 ≤ τ <
(n + 1)t0 with n ∈ Z+. In the case n = 0, we obtain τ < t0. Therefore, (3.2b) and
(3.4) yield








1− q ‖x‖ ∀x ∈ dom(A), ∀t ∈ [0, τ ].
Since dom(A) is dense in X, we obtain
(3.5) ‖T (t)− TD(t)‖ ≤ Mq
1− q ∀t ∈ [0, τ ].
Next consider the case n ≥ 1. Similarly to the case n = 0, we have
‖T (t)− TD(t)‖ ≤ Mq
1− q =: q0 ∀t ∈ [0, t0].
For every k ∈ N and every t ∈ [0, t0],
‖T (kt0 + t)− TD(kt0 + t)‖
≤ ‖T (kt0 + t)− T (t)TD(kt0)‖+ ‖T (t)TD(kt0)− TD(kt0 + t)‖
≤ ‖T (t)‖ · ‖T (kt0)− TD(kt0)‖+ ‖TD(kt0)‖ · ‖T (t)− TD(t)‖.
Hence, for every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if qk−1 > 0 satisfies∥∥T ((k − 1)t0 + t)− TD((k − 1)t0 + t)‖ ≤ qk−1 ∀t ∈ [0, t0],
then
‖T (kt0 + t)− TD(kt0 + t)‖ ≤ (M + q0)qk−1 +Mq0 ∀t ∈ [0, t0].
Consider the sequence {qk}k∈Z+ constructed by
qk = (M + q0)qk−1 +Mq0 ∀k ∈ N; q0 = Mq
1− q .
Then {qk}k∈Z+ is increasing and satisfies
‖T (kt0 + t)− TD(kt0 + t)‖ ≤ qk ∀t ∈ [0, t0], ∀k ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
Hence, we obtain ‖T (t)−TD(t)‖ ≤ qn for all t ∈ [0, τ ]. By definition, qn is continuous
with respect to q ∈ (0, 1) and decreases to 0 as q → 0. Thus for every , τ > 0, there
exists 0 < q < 1 such that (3.3) holds. This completes the proof.
From Theorem 3.2, we can easily obtain the following result on bounded perturbations.
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Corollary 3.3. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T (t)
on a Banach space X. For every , τ > 0, there exists d > 0 such that for every
D ∈ L(X,X) satisfying ‖D‖ ≤ d, the perturbed semigroup TD(t) generated by A+D
satisfies ‖T (t)− TD(t)‖ <  for all t ∈ [0, τ ].
Proof. By the strong continuity of T , there exists M ≥ 1 such that ‖T (t)‖ ≤ M
for every t ∈ [0, τ ]. For every q ∈ (0, 1) and every t0 > 0, ‖D‖ ≤ q/(t0M) yields (3.1).
Therefore, the assertion follows from Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the sampled-data system (1.1) is exponen-
tially stable with decay rate greater than ω. Lemma 2.1 shows that eωτ∆τ is power
stable. For the strongly continuous semigroup TD generated by A+D, we define




Let t0 > 0 be given. By Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.2, there exists 0 < q < 1
such that eωτ∆τ,D is power stable for every D ∈ L(X1, X) satisfying (3.1). Using
Lemma 2.1 again, the perturbed sampled-data system (1.4) is also exponentially stable
with decay rate greater than ω.
4. Analytic semigroup and relatively bounded perturbations. We next
prove Theorem 1.3. In this theorem, we consider the following class of perturbations:
Definition 4.1. Let A : dom(A) ⊂ X → X be a linear operator on the Banach
space X. A linear operator D : dom(D) ⊂ X → X is called a relatively A-bounded
perturbation with constants α, β ≥ 0 if dom(A) ⊂ dom(D) and if
(4.1) ‖Dx‖ ≤ α‖Ax‖+ β‖x‖ ∀x ∈ dom(A).
Moreover, let Pα, β(A) represent the set of all relatively A-bounded perturbations
with constants α, β ≥ 0.
In Definition 4.1, we deal with a larger class of perturbations than in Section 3,
which is illustrated in Example 4.4 at the end of this section.
Let us assume that A generates an analytic semigroup. We refer the readers to
Chapter XVII in [8], Section II.4.a in [7], and Section 3.7 in [1] for the definition
and properties of analytic semigroups. The following theorem guarantees that the
perturbed operator A + D also generates an analytic semigroup if D is a relatively
A-bounded perturbation with sufficiently small constants.
Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 13.7.1 of [8], Theorem III.2.10 of [7]). Let A generate
an analytic semigroup of angle δ ∈ (0, pi/2] on a Banach space. There exists α, β > 0
such that the sum A+D with domain dom(A+D) := dom(A) generates an analytic
semigroup of angle at least δ for every D ∈ Pα, β(A).
The next result shows that if the original semigroup is analytic and if a relatively
A-bounded perturbation satisfies (4.1) with sufficiently small constants α, β > 0, then
the difference between the original and perturbed semigroups is also small.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that A generates an analytic semigroup T (z) of angle
δ ∈ (0, pi/2]. For every , r > 0 and every 0 < δ1 < δ, there exist constants α, β > 0
such that for every D ∈ Pα, β(A), the perturbed semigroup TD(z) generated by A+D
satisfies
(4.2) ‖T (z)− TD(z)‖ <  ∀z ∈ Σδ1 ∩ Dr.
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Proof. First we assume that T (z) is bounded, i.e., ‖T (z)‖ is bounded in Σδ′ for
every 0 < δ′ < δ. For every λ ∈ %(A) and every relatively A-bounded perturbation
D, we obtain
λ−A−D = [I −DR(λ,A)](λI −A),
and hence if ‖DR(λ,A)‖ < 1, then λ ∈ %(A+D) and
(4.3) R(λ,A+D) = R(λ,A)
[
I −DR(λ,A)]−1.
Choose ν ∈ (0, 1), δ1 ∈ (0, δ), δ2 ∈ (δ1, δ), and r > 0 arbitrarily. One can show
that there exist α, β > 0 such that
(4.4) ‖DR(λ,A)‖ ≤ ν ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A), ∀λ ∈ Σpi/2+δ2 ∩ E1/r =: Σ,
using the standard techniques as in the proofs of Lemmas III.2.5, III.2.6 and Theo-
rem III.2.10 of [7]. Let α, β > 0 satisfy (4.4). By Theorem II.4.6 in [7], there exists
C = C(δ2) > 0 such that for every λ ∈ Σpi/2+δ2 \ {0}, we obtain λ ∈ ρ(A) and
(4.5) ‖R(λ,A)‖ ≤ C|λ| .
Therefore, Σ ⊂ %(A+D) for every D ∈ Pα, β(A), and (4.3) yield
(4.6) ‖R(λ,A+D)‖ ≤ C
(1− ν)|λ| ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A), ∀λ ∈ Σ
This inequality implies that for every D ∈ Pα, β(A), A + D generates an analytic
semigroup of angle at least δ; see, e.g., Exercise III.2.18 (3) of [7]. Moreover, since
R(λ,A)−R(λ,A+D) = R(λ,A)(I − [I −DR(λ,A)]−1)
= −R(λ,A)DR(λ,A)[I −DR(λ,A)]−1,
it follows from (4.3) and (4.5) that
(4.7) ‖R(λ,A)−R(λ,A+D)‖ ≤ Cν
(1− ν)|λ| ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A), ∀λ ∈ Σ
Let z ∈ Σδ1 ∩Dr and D ∈ Pα, β(A) be given, where α, β > 0 satisfy (4.4). Choose
any piecewise smooth curve γ in Σpi/2+δ going from ∞e−i(pi/2+δ′) to ∞ei(pi/2+δ′) for
some δ′ ∈ (| arg z|, δ). Since A+D generates an analytic semigroup TD of angle δ by
the argument above, there exists w ≥ 0 such that A + D − wI generates a bounded
analytic semigroup e−wzTD(z) of angle δ. Hence the integral representation of TD is







where γw is a piecewise smooth curve similar to γ but shifted to the right by w, that
is, γw := {µ ∈ C : µ = w + µ1, µ1 ∈ γ}. Consider an integral path γz ⊂ Σ that
consists of the three parts
γz,1 : {−ρe−i(pi/2+(δ1+δ2)/2) : −∞ ≤ ρ ≤ −1/|z|},
γz,2 : {eiα/|z| : −(pi/2 + (δ1 + δ2)/2) ≤ α ≤ pi/2 + (δ1 + δ2)/2},
γz,3 : {−ρei(pi/2+(δ1+δ2)/2) : 1/|z| ≤ ρ ≤ ∞}.
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<latexit sha1_base64="RYAYlX34FXKqjC9Q3lvTDLvPntM=">AAACnnichV FNaxRBEH0ZTYxjTFa9CF4WNwniYanZS9TToiBexHy4yUImLD2znU2Tnp5hpncxDvkD/gEPHkRBRPwZInjSk4f8BPEYIZccUjs7ISRBrWG6X7+qV/26O0i0yizR3 phz4eL4xKXJy+6VqavTM5Vr11ezuJ+GshXGOk7bgcikVka2rLJatpNUiijQci3YfjTMrw1kmqnYPLc7idyIRM+oTRUKy1Snct8PZE+ZXGjVM3d3XT8K4he5H8S 6Gwm7VZ11/a7UVnQ8d5az0nSPSzuVGtWpiOp54JWghjIW48pH+OgiRog+IkgYWMYaAhl/6/BASJjbQM5cykgVeYlduKztc5XkCsHsNo89Xq2XrOH1sGdWqEPeRf OfsrKKOfpJn2ifvtFn+kWHf+2VFz2GXnZ4DkZamXRmXt1cOfivKuLZYutE9U/PFpu4V3hV7D0pmOEpwpF+8PL1/sqD5bl8nt7Tb/b/jvboC5/ADP6EH5bk8hu4/ ADe2es+D1YbdY/q3lKj1nxYPsUkbuE27vB9L6CJJ1hEi/d9i6/4jh9O1XnsPHWejUqdsVJzA6fCaR8B/jufZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RYAYlX34FXKqjC9Q3lvTDLvPntM=">AAACnnichV FNaxRBEH0ZTYxjTFa9CF4WNwniYanZS9TToiBexHy4yUImLD2znU2Tnp5hpncxDvkD/gEPHkRBRPwZInjSk4f8BPEYIZccUjs7ISRBrWG6X7+qV/26O0i0yizR3 phz4eL4xKXJy+6VqavTM5Vr11ezuJ+GshXGOk7bgcikVka2rLJatpNUiijQci3YfjTMrw1kmqnYPLc7idyIRM+oTRUKy1Snct8PZE+ZXGjVM3d3XT8K4he5H8S 6Gwm7VZ11/a7UVnQ8d5az0nSPSzuVGtWpiOp54JWghjIW48pH+OgiRog+IkgYWMYaAhl/6/BASJjbQM5cykgVeYlduKztc5XkCsHsNo89Xq2XrOH1sGdWqEPeRf OfsrKKOfpJn2ifvtFn+kWHf+2VFz2GXnZ4DkZamXRmXt1cOfivKuLZYutE9U/PFpu4V3hV7D0pmOEpwpF+8PL1/sqD5bl8nt7Tb/b/jvboC5/ADP6EH5bk8hu4/ ADe2es+D1YbdY/q3lKj1nxYPsUkbuE27vB9L6CJJ1hEi/d9i6/4jh9O1XnsPHWejUqdsVJzA6fCaR8B/jufZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RYAYlX34FXKqjC9Q3lvTDLvPntM=">AAACnnichV FNaxRBEH0ZTYxjTFa9CF4WNwniYanZS9TToiBexHy4yUImLD2znU2Tnp5hpncxDvkD/gEPHkRBRPwZInjSk4f8BPEYIZccUjs7ISRBrWG6X7+qV/26O0i0yizR3 phz4eL4xKXJy+6VqavTM5Vr11ezuJ+GshXGOk7bgcikVka2rLJatpNUiijQci3YfjTMrw1kmqnYPLc7idyIRM+oTRUKy1Snct8PZE+ZXGjVM3d3XT8K4he5H8S 6Gwm7VZ11/a7UVnQ8d5az0nSPSzuVGtWpiOp54JWghjIW48pH+OgiRog+IkgYWMYaAhl/6/BASJjbQM5cykgVeYlduKztc5XkCsHsNo89Xq2XrOH1sGdWqEPeRf OfsrKKOfpJn2ifvtFn+kWHf+2VFz2GXnZ4DkZamXRmXt1cOfivKuLZYutE9U/PFpu4V3hV7D0pmOEpwpF+8PL1/sqD5bl8nt7Tb/b/jvboC5/ADP6EH5bk8hu4/ ADe2es+D1YbdY/q3lKj1nxYPsUkbuE27vB9L6CJJ1hEi/d9i6/4jh9O1XnsPHWejUqdsVJzA6fCaR8B/jufZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RYAYlX34FXKqjC9Q3lvTDLvPntM=">AAACnnichV FNaxRBEH0ZTYxjTFa9CF4WNwniYanZS9TToiBexHy4yUImLD2znU2Tnp5hpncxDvkD/gEPHkRBRPwZInjSk4f8BPEYIZccUjs7ISRBrWG6X7+qV/26O0i0yizR3 phz4eL4xKXJy+6VqavTM5Vr11ezuJ+GshXGOk7bgcikVka2rLJatpNUiijQci3YfjTMrw1kmqnYPLc7idyIRM+oTRUKy1Snct8PZE+ZXGjVM3d3XT8K4he5H8S 6Gwm7VZ11/a7UVnQ8d5az0nSPSzuVGtWpiOp54JWghjIW48pH+OgiRog+IkgYWMYaAhl/6/BASJjbQM5cykgVeYlduKztc5XkCsHsNo89Xq2XrOH1sGdWqEPeRf OfsrKKOfpJn2ifvtFn+kWHf+2VFz2GXnZ4DkZamXRmXt1cOfivKuLZYutE9U/PFpu4V3hV7D0pmOEpwpF+8PL1/sqD5bl8nt7Tb/b/jvboC5/ADP6EH5bk8hu4/ ADe2es+D1YbdY/q3lKj1nxYPsUkbuE27vB9L6CJJ1hEi/d9i6/4jh9O1XnsPHWejUqdsVJzA6fCaR8B/jufZQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="NaicojEPrRmebu7DcgrvHvu/TWg=">AAACnHichV FNTxRBEH2MqDiirHghISEbF4zxsKnhgvFE1AMJIeHDXUgYsumZbZYOPT2Tmd4NOOEP+Ac8EA6SGGP8GVw44NEDP8F4xMSLB2pnxxglak2m+/WretWvu4NEq8wSn Q8514av37g5csu9PXrn7ljl3ngzi7tpKBthrON0IxCZ1MrIhlVWy40klSIKtFwPdp/38+s9mWYqNi/tfiK3ItExaluFwjLVqsz5gewokwutOubxgetHQbyX+0G s25GwO9Vp129LbYU7zTlp2j8LW5Ua1amI6lXglaCGMpbjynv4aCNGiC4iSBhYxhoCGX+b8EBImNtCzlzKSBV5iQO4rO1yleQKwewujx1ebZas4XW/Z1aoQ95F85 +ysooZ+kwf6IJO6SN9oR9/7ZUXPfpe9nkOBlqZtMZeT6x9/68q4tli55fqn54ttvGk8KrYe1Iw/VOEA33v1ZuLtaerM/lDOqav7P8tndMJn8D0voXvVuTqIVx+A O/P674KmrN1j+reymxt/ln5FCOYxAM84vuewzwWsIwG73uEE5zhkzPlvHAWnaVBqTNUau7jt3Cal2v1nsE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaicojEPrRmebu7DcgrvHvu/TWg=">AAACnHichV FNTxRBEH2MqDiirHghISEbF4zxsKnhgvFE1AMJIeHDXUgYsumZbZYOPT2Tmd4NOOEP+Ac8EA6SGGP8GVw44NEDP8F4xMSLB2pnxxglak2m+/WretWvu4NEq8wSn Q8514av37g5csu9PXrn7ljl3ngzi7tpKBthrON0IxCZ1MrIhlVWy40klSIKtFwPdp/38+s9mWYqNi/tfiK3ItExaluFwjLVqsz5gewokwutOubxgetHQbyX+0G s25GwO9Vp129LbYU7zTlp2j8LW5Ua1amI6lXglaCGMpbjynv4aCNGiC4iSBhYxhoCGX+b8EBImNtCzlzKSBV5iQO4rO1yleQKwewujx1ebZas4XW/Z1aoQ95F85 +ysooZ+kwf6IJO6SN9oR9/7ZUXPfpe9nkOBlqZtMZeT6x9/68q4tli55fqn54ttvGk8KrYe1Iw/VOEA33v1ZuLtaerM/lDOqav7P8tndMJn8D0voXvVuTqIVx+A O/P674KmrN1j+reymxt/ln5FCOYxAM84vuewzwWsIwG73uEE5zhkzPlvHAWnaVBqTNUau7jt3Cal2v1nsE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaicojEPrRmebu7DcgrvHvu/TWg=">AAACnHichV FNTxRBEH2MqDiirHghISEbF4zxsKnhgvFE1AMJIeHDXUgYsumZbZYOPT2Tmd4NOOEP+Ac8EA6SGGP8GVw44NEDP8F4xMSLB2pnxxglak2m+/WretWvu4NEq8wSn Q8514av37g5csu9PXrn7ljl3ngzi7tpKBthrON0IxCZ1MrIhlVWy40klSIKtFwPdp/38+s9mWYqNi/tfiK3ItExaluFwjLVqsz5gewokwutOubxgetHQbyX+0G s25GwO9Vp129LbYU7zTlp2j8LW5Ua1amI6lXglaCGMpbjynv4aCNGiC4iSBhYxhoCGX+b8EBImNtCzlzKSBV5iQO4rO1yleQKwewujx1ebZas4XW/Z1aoQ95F85 +ysooZ+kwf6IJO6SN9oR9/7ZUXPfpe9nkOBlqZtMZeT6x9/68q4tli55fqn54ttvGk8KrYe1Iw/VOEA33v1ZuLtaerM/lDOqav7P8tndMJn8D0voXvVuTqIVx+A O/P674KmrN1j+reymxt/ln5FCOYxAM84vuewzwWsIwG73uEE5zhkzPlvHAWnaVBqTNUau7jt3Cal2v1nsE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaicojEPrRmebu7DcgrvHvu/TWg=">AAACnHichV FNTxRBEH2MqDiirHghISEbF4zxsKnhgvFE1AMJIeHDXUgYsumZbZYOPT2Tmd4NOOEP+Ac8EA6SGGP8GVw44NEDP8F4xMSLB2pnxxglak2m+/WretWvu4NEq8wSn Q8514av37g5csu9PXrn7ljl3ngzi7tpKBthrON0IxCZ1MrIhlVWy40klSIKtFwPdp/38+s9mWYqNi/tfiK3ItExaluFwjLVqsz5gewokwutOubxgetHQbyX+0G s25GwO9Vp129LbYU7zTlp2j8LW5Ua1amI6lXglaCGMpbjynv4aCNGiC4iSBhYxhoCGX+b8EBImNtCzlzKSBV5iQO4rO1yleQKwewujx1ebZas4XW/Z1aoQ95F85 +ysooZ+kwf6IJO6SN9oR9/7ZUXPfpe9nkOBlqZtMZeT6x9/68q4tli55fqn54ttvGk8KrYe1Iw/VOEA33v1ZuLtaerM/lDOqav7P8tndMJn8D0voXvVuTqIVx+A O/P674KmrN1j+reymxt/ln5FCOYxAM84vuewzwWsIwG73uEE5zhkzPlvHAWnaVBqTNUau7jt3Cal2v1nsE=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="qWuubt/K0tMw1A+StAGRxZKyKZo=">AAACsXichVG7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbFJghRrO6EAkQVQUNBkQebBGWixZ71bqz1eEYz3hW byf4AP0BBBRJCiI5foOEHkEgJHaIMEg0Fd2cHIYiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWqdG5I9qf8Y4cPXb8xOxJ/9TpM2fnaufOr+fJIItUK0pMkm1KkSujrWo57YzaTDMlYmnUhuzfmexvDFWW68Ted6NUbceiZ3VXR8Ix1a7dC6XqaVsIo3v22tgPY5k8KkKZmE4s3E593g87Ok+NGOVuZJQfdjMRFcG42NvdG/vzLFC281PdrjWoSWXUD4OgAg1Us ZzUXiJEBwkiDBBDwcIxNhDIuW0hACFlbhsFcxkjXe4rjOGzdsBZijMEs30ee7zaqljL60nNvFRHfIrhnrGyjgV6T6/ogN7Ra/pM3/9aqyhrTLyMeJZTrUrbc48vrn37ryrm2WHnl+qfnh26uFl61ew9LZnJLaKpfrj75GDt1upCcYWe0xf2/4z26S3fwA6/Ri9W1OpT+PwBwZ/PfRisLzYDagYri42l29VXzOISLuMqv/cNLOEult Hic9/gAz7ik3fde+A99OQ01ZupNBfwW3j9HwAZqEU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qWuubt/K0tMw1A+StAGRxZKyKZo=">AAACsXichVG7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbFJghRrO6EAkQVQUNBkQebBGWixZ71bqz1eEYz3hW byf4AP0BBBRJCiI5foOEHkEgJHaIMEg0Fd2cHIYiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWqdG5I9qf8Y4cPXb8xOxJ/9TpM2fnaufOr+fJIItUK0pMkm1KkSujrWo57YzaTDMlYmnUhuzfmexvDFWW68Ted6NUbceiZ3VXR8Ix1a7dC6XqaVsIo3v22tgPY5k8KkKZmE4s3E593g87Ok+NGOVuZJQfdjMRFcG42NvdG/vzLFC281PdrjWoSWXUD4OgAg1Us ZzUXiJEBwkiDBBDwcIxNhDIuW0hACFlbhsFcxkjXe4rjOGzdsBZijMEs30ee7zaqljL60nNvFRHfIrhnrGyjgV6T6/ogN7Ra/pM3/9aqyhrTLyMeJZTrUrbc48vrn37ryrm2WHnl+qfnh26uFl61ew9LZnJLaKpfrj75GDt1upCcYWe0xf2/4z26S3fwA6/Ri9W1OpT+PwBwZ/PfRisLzYDagYri42l29VXzOISLuMqv/cNLOEult Hic9/gAz7ik3fde+A99OQ01ZupNBfwW3j9HwAZqEU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qWuubt/K0tMw1A+StAGRxZKyKZo=">AAACsXichVG7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbFJghRrO6EAkQVQUNBkQebBGWixZ71bqz1eEYz3hW byf4AP0BBBRJCiI5foOEHkEgJHaIMEg0Fd2cHIYiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWqdG5I9qf8Y4cPXb8xOxJ/9TpM2fnaufOr+fJIItUK0pMkm1KkSujrWo57YzaTDMlYmnUhuzfmexvDFWW68Ted6NUbceiZ3VXR8Ix1a7dC6XqaVsIo3v22tgPY5k8KkKZmE4s3E593g87Ok+NGOVuZJQfdjMRFcG42NvdG/vzLFC281PdrjWoSWXUD4OgAg1Us ZzUXiJEBwkiDBBDwcIxNhDIuW0hACFlbhsFcxkjXe4rjOGzdsBZijMEs30ee7zaqljL60nNvFRHfIrhnrGyjgV6T6/ogN7Ra/pM3/9aqyhrTLyMeJZTrUrbc48vrn37ryrm2WHnl+qfnh26uFl61ew9LZnJLaKpfrj75GDt1upCcYWe0xf2/4z26S3fwA6/Ri9W1OpT+PwBwZ/PfRisLzYDagYri42l29VXzOISLuMqv/cNLOEult Hic9/gAz7ik3fde+A99OQ01ZupNBfwW3j9HwAZqEU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qWuubt/K0tMw1A+StAGRxZKyKZo=">AAACsXichVG7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbFJghRrO6EAkQVQUNBkQebBGWixZ71bqz1eEYz3hW byf4AP0BBBRJCiI5foOEHkEgJHaIMEg0Fd2cHIYiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWqdG5I9qf8Y4cPXb8xOxJ/9TpM2fnaufOr+fJIItUK0pMkm1KkSujrWo57YzaTDMlYmnUhuzfmexvDFWW68Ted6NUbceiZ3VXR8Ix1a7dC6XqaVsIo3v22tgPY5k8KkKZmE4s3E593g87Ok+NGOVuZJQfdjMRFcG42NvdG/vzLFC281PdrjWoSWXUD4OgAg1Us ZzUXiJEBwkiDBBDwcIxNhDIuW0hACFlbhsFcxkjXe4rjOGzdsBZijMEs30ee7zaqljL60nNvFRHfIrhnrGyjgV6T6/ogN7Ra/pM3/9aqyhrTLyMeJZTrUrbc48vrn37ryrm2WHnl+qfnh26uFl61ew9LZnJLaKpfrj75GDt1upCcYWe0xf2/4z26S3fwA6/Ri9W1OpT+PwBwZ/PfRisLzYDagYri42l29VXzOISLuMqv/cNLOEult Hic9/gAz7ik3fde+A99OQ01ZupNBfwW3j9HwAZqEU=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Y5Ux2sgAlP485/0cn1xBV9BG+W8=">AAACrHichVHLahRBFD1poybtI6NuAtkMTiLiYridjeIq6EKXeU0SmB6G6p6aTpHq6qa7ZnD S5Af8AReuFERE8hXZZC8uAvEDxGUENy6809MiGtRbVNWpU/fcOlUVpFrlluhkyrkwffHS5ZlZ98rVa9fnajdubuXJIAtlK0x0ku0EIpdaGdmyymq5k2ZSxIGW28He4/H+9lBmuUrMph2lshOLyKi+CoVlqlt74gcyUqYQWkXm3oHrx0HyrPCDRPdiYXfri67fU3mqxSi3Iy1dPxJxLLr77iLnStP7KezWGtSkMurngVeBBqpYTWpv4 aOHBCEGiCFhYBlrCOTc2vBASJnroGAuY6TKfYkDuKwdcJbkDMHsHo8Rr9oVa3g9rpmX6pBP0dwzVtaxRB/pHZ3RMb2nz/T9r7WKssbYy4jnYKKVaXfu+fzGt/+qYp4tdn+p/unZoo8HpVfF3tOSGd8inOiH+y/ONh6uLxV36DV9Yf+v6ISO+AZm+DV8sybXX8LlD/D+fO7zYGu56VHTW1turDyqvmIGC7iNu/ze97GCp1hFi889xA ec4pPTdDadttOZpDpTleYWfgun/wMJhaXA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y5Ux2sgAlP485/0cn1xBV9BG+W8=">AAACrHichVHLahRBFD1poybtI6NuAtkMTiLiYridjeIq6EKXeU0SmB6G6p6aTpHq6qa7ZnD S5Af8AReuFERE8hXZZC8uAvEDxGUENy6809MiGtRbVNWpU/fcOlUVpFrlluhkyrkwffHS5ZlZ98rVa9fnajdubuXJIAtlK0x0ku0EIpdaGdmyymq5k2ZSxIGW28He4/H+9lBmuUrMph2lshOLyKi+CoVlqlt74gcyUqYQWkXm3oHrx0HyrPCDRPdiYXfri67fU3mqxSi3Iy1dPxJxLLr77iLnStP7KezWGtSkMurngVeBBqpYTWpv4 aOHBCEGiCFhYBlrCOTc2vBASJnroGAuY6TKfYkDuKwdcJbkDMHsHo8Rr9oVa3g9rpmX6pBP0dwzVtaxRB/pHZ3RMb2nz/T9r7WKssbYy4jnYKKVaXfu+fzGt/+qYp4tdn+p/unZoo8HpVfF3tOSGd8inOiH+y/ONh6uLxV36DV9Yf+v6ISO+AZm+DV8sybXX8LlD/D+fO7zYGu56VHTW1turDyqvmIGC7iNu/ze97GCp1hFi889xA ec4pPTdDadttOZpDpTleYWfgun/wMJhaXA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y5Ux2sgAlP485/0cn1xBV9BG+W8=">AAACrHichVHLahRBFD1poybtI6NuAtkMTiLiYridjeIq6EKXeU0SmB6G6p6aTpHq6qa7ZnD S5Af8AReuFERE8hXZZC8uAvEDxGUENy6809MiGtRbVNWpU/fcOlUVpFrlluhkyrkwffHS5ZlZ98rVa9fnajdubuXJIAtlK0x0ku0EIpdaGdmyymq5k2ZSxIGW28He4/H+9lBmuUrMph2lshOLyKi+CoVlqlt74gcyUqYQWkXm3oHrx0HyrPCDRPdiYXfri67fU3mqxSi3Iy1dPxJxLLr77iLnStP7KezWGtSkMurngVeBBqpYTWpv4 aOHBCEGiCFhYBlrCOTc2vBASJnroGAuY6TKfYkDuKwdcJbkDMHsHo8Rr9oVa3g9rpmX6pBP0dwzVtaxRB/pHZ3RMb2nz/T9r7WKssbYy4jnYKKVaXfu+fzGt/+qYp4tdn+p/unZoo8HpVfF3tOSGd8inOiH+y/ONh6uLxV36DV9Yf+v6ISO+AZm+DV8sybXX8LlD/D+fO7zYGu56VHTW1turDyqvmIGC7iNu/ze97GCp1hFi889xA ec4pPTdDadttOZpDpTleYWfgun/wMJhaXA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y5Ux2sgAlP485/0cn1xBV9BG+W8=">AAACrHichVHLahRBFD1poybtI6NuAtkMTiLiYridjeIq6EKXeU0SmB6G6p6aTpHq6qa7ZnD S5Af8AReuFERE8hXZZC8uAvEDxGUENy6809MiGtRbVNWpU/fcOlUVpFrlluhkyrkwffHS5ZlZ98rVa9fnajdubuXJIAtlK0x0ku0EIpdaGdmyymq5k2ZSxIGW28He4/H+9lBmuUrMph2lshOLyKi+CoVlqlt74gcyUqYQWkXm3oHrx0HyrPCDRPdiYXfri67fU3mqxSi3Iy1dPxJxLLr77iLnStP7KezWGtSkMurngVeBBqpYTWpv4 aOHBCEGiCFhYBlrCOTc2vBASJnroGAuY6TKfYkDuKwdcJbkDMHsHo8Rr9oVa3g9rpmX6pBP0dwzVtaxRB/pHZ3RMb2nz/T9r7WKssbYy4jnYKKVaXfu+fzGt/+qYp4tdn+p/unZoo8HpVfF3tOSGd8inOiH+y/ONh6uLxV36DV9Yf+v6ISO+AZm+DV8sybXX8LlD/D+fO7zYGu56VHTW1turDyqvmIGC7iNu/ze97GCp1hFi889xA ec4pPTdDadttOZpDpTleYWfgun/wMJhaXA</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="sVcKLBZoja5FRosYlzHu2Iq5f1A=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NIUNEptAWkAsIk83RayismGD1KZNWqlTRePJTWrV4xnNOFH bUfoB/AALViABQnwGGxbdtlI/AbEsEhsW3EwGIaiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWiVaZFeJkyjl3/sLFS9OX3StXr12fqczeaGfxIA2pFcY6TjdkkJFWhlpWWU0bSUpBJDWty50n4/31IaWZis2a3UtoKwr6RvVUGFimOpWGL6mvTB5o1TcPR64fyXg392Wsu1Fgt6tzrm9p18pe3qTRgX9n353jJDLdn4pOpSbqoojqWeCVoIYyluPKO/joIkaIA SIQDCxjjQAZt014EEiY20LOXMpIFfuEEVzWDjiLOCNgdofHPq82S9bwelwzK9Qhn6K5p6ysYl4ciffiVHwSH8Rn8f2vtfKixtjLHs9yoqWkM/P81uq3/6oini22f6n+6dmih0eFV8Xek4IZ3yKc6If7L05XHzfn83vitfjC/l+JE/GRb2CGX8M3K9R8CZc/wPvzuc+C9kLdE3VvZaHWWCq/Yhq3cRcP+L0X0cBTLKPF577FIY5w7N x3njlrTnuS6kyVmpv4LZzOD90NosI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sVcKLBZoja5FRosYlzHu2Iq5f1A=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NIUNEptAWkAsIk83RayismGD1KZNWqlTRePJTWrV4xnNOFH bUfoB/AALViABQnwGGxbdtlI/AbEsEhsW3EwGIaiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWiVaZFeJkyjl3/sLFS9OX3StXr12fqczeaGfxIA2pFcY6TjdkkJFWhlpWWU0bSUpBJDWty50n4/31IaWZis2a3UtoKwr6RvVUGFimOpWGL6mvTB5o1TcPR64fyXg392Wsu1Fgt6tzrm9p18pe3qTRgX9n353jJDLdn4pOpSbqoojqWeCVoIYyluPKO/joIkaIA SIQDCxjjQAZt014EEiY20LOXMpIFfuEEVzWDjiLOCNgdofHPq82S9bwelwzK9Qhn6K5p6ysYl4ciffiVHwSH8Rn8f2vtfKixtjLHs9yoqWkM/P81uq3/6oini22f6n+6dmih0eFV8Xek4IZ3yKc6If7L05XHzfn83vitfjC/l+JE/GRb2CGX8M3K9R8CZc/wPvzuc+C9kLdE3VvZaHWWCq/Yhq3cRcP+L0X0cBTLKPF577FIY5w7N x3njlrTnuS6kyVmpv4LZzOD90NosI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sVcKLBZoja5FRosYlzHu2Iq5f1A=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NIUNEptAWkAsIk83RayismGD1KZNWqlTRePJTWrV4xnNOFH bUfoB/AALViABQnwGGxbdtlI/AbEsEhsW3EwGIaiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWiVaZFeJkyjl3/sLFS9OX3StXr12fqczeaGfxIA2pFcY6TjdkkJFWhlpWWU0bSUpBJDWty50n4/31IaWZis2a3UtoKwr6RvVUGFimOpWGL6mvTB5o1TcPR64fyXg392Wsu1Fgt6tzrm9p18pe3qTRgX9n353jJDLdn4pOpSbqoojqWeCVoIYyluPKO/joIkaIA SIQDCxjjQAZt014EEiY20LOXMpIFfuEEVzWDjiLOCNgdofHPq82S9bwelwzK9Qhn6K5p6ysYl4ciffiVHwSH8Rn8f2vtfKixtjLHs9yoqWkM/P81uq3/6oini22f6n+6dmih0eFV8Xek4IZ3yKc6If7L05XHzfn83vitfjC/l+JE/GRb2CGX8M3K9R8CZc/wPvzuc+C9kLdE3VvZaHWWCq/Yhq3cRcP+L0X0cBTLKPF577FIY5w7N x3njlrTnuS6kyVmpv4LZzOD90NosI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sVcKLBZoja5FRosYlzHu2Iq5f1A=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NIUNEptAWkAsIk83RayismGD1KZNWqlTRePJTWrV4xnNOFH bUfoB/AALViABQnwGGxbdtlI/AbEsEhsW3EwGIaiAa9k+Pr7n+tiWiVaZFeJkyjl3/sLFS9OX3StXr12fqczeaGfxIA2pFcY6TjdkkJFWhlpWWU0bSUpBJDWty50n4/31IaWZis2a3UtoKwr6RvVUGFimOpWGL6mvTB5o1TcPR64fyXg392Wsu1Fgt6tzrm9p18pe3qTRgX9n353jJDLdn4pOpSbqoojqWeCVoIYyluPKO/joIkaIA SIQDCxjjQAZt014EEiY20LOXMpIFfuEEVzWDjiLOCNgdofHPq82S9bwelwzK9Qhn6K5p6ysYl4ciffiVHwSH8Rn8f2vtfKixtjLHs9yoqWkM/P81uq3/6oini22f6n+6dmih0eFV8Xek4IZ3yKc6If7L05XHzfn83vitfjC/l+JE/GRb2CGX8M3K9R8CZc/wPvzuc+C9kLdE3VvZaHWWCq/Yhq3cRcP+L0X0cBTLKPF577FIY5w7N x3njlrTnuS6kyVmpv4LZzOD90NosI=</latexit>
Imz<latexit sha1_base64="rOvI6KBJ6DQgL6maZhJs/d80xyY=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NC0bJDaBtIC6iO50Q9VVRDewQOoraaVOFY0nTmrV4xnNOFH bUfiA/gALViABQnwGGxZsi9RPQCyLxIYFN5NBCCrgWraPj++5PrZFolVmiU4mnHPnL1y8NHnZvXL12vWpyvRMK4v7aSibYazjdEsEmdTKyKZVVsutJJVBJLTcFHvLo/3NgUwzFZsNe5DInSjoGdVVYWCZalcavpA9ZfJAq56ZH7p+JOL93Bex7kSB3a3Our6V+1Z088fR8Kl/+9Cd5SRpOj8V7UqN6lRE9SzwSlBDGStx5Q18dBAjR B8RJAwsY40AGbdteCAkzO0gZy5lpIp9iSFc1vY5S3JGwOwejz1ebZes4fWoZlaoQz5Fc09ZWcUcHdNbOqUP9I4+0/e/1sqLGiMvBzyLsVYm7amjm+vf/quKeLbY/aX6p2eLLhYLr4q9JwUzukU41g8On52uL63N5XfpJX1h/y/ohN7zDczga/hqVa49h8sf4P353GdBa6HuUd1bXag1HpZfMYlbuIP7/N4P0MAjrKDJ577GRxzjk3 PPeeJsOK1xqjNRam7gt3DaPwDa76LB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rOvI6KBJ6DQgL6maZhJs/d80xyY=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NC0bJDaBtIC6iO50Q9VVRDewQOoraaVOFY0nTmrV4xnNOFH bUfiA/gALViABQnwGGxZsi9RPQCyLxIYFN5NBCCrgWraPj++5PrZFolVmiU4mnHPnL1y8NHnZvXL12vWpyvRMK4v7aSibYazjdEsEmdTKyKZVVsutJJVBJLTcFHvLo/3NgUwzFZsNe5DInSjoGdVVYWCZalcavpA9ZfJAq56ZH7p+JOL93Bex7kSB3a3Our6V+1Z088fR8Kl/+9Cd5SRpOj8V7UqN6lRE9SzwSlBDGStx5Q18dBAjR B8RJAwsY40AGbdteCAkzO0gZy5lpIp9iSFc1vY5S3JGwOwejz1ebZes4fWoZlaoQz5Fc09ZWcUcHdNbOqUP9I4+0/e/1sqLGiMvBzyLsVYm7amjm+vf/quKeLbY/aX6p2eLLhYLr4q9JwUzukU41g8On52uL63N5XfpJX1h/y/ohN7zDczga/hqVa49h8sf4P353GdBa6HuUd1bXag1HpZfMYlbuIP7/N4P0MAjrKDJ577GRxzjk3 PPeeJsOK1xqjNRam7gt3DaPwDa76LB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rOvI6KBJ6DQgL6maZhJs/d80xyY=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NC0bJDaBtIC6iO50Q9VVRDewQOoraaVOFY0nTmrV4xnNOFH bUfiA/gALViABQnwGGxZsi9RPQCyLxIYFN5NBCCrgWraPj++5PrZFolVmiU4mnHPnL1y8NHnZvXL12vWpyvRMK4v7aSibYazjdEsEmdTKyKZVVsutJJVBJLTcFHvLo/3NgUwzFZsNe5DInSjoGdVVYWCZalcavpA9ZfJAq56ZH7p+JOL93Bex7kSB3a3Our6V+1Z088fR8Kl/+9Cd5SRpOj8V7UqN6lRE9SzwSlBDGStx5Q18dBAjR B8RJAwsY40AGbdteCAkzO0gZy5lpIp9iSFc1vY5S3JGwOwejz1ebZes4fWoZlaoQz5Fc09ZWcUcHdNbOqUP9I4+0/e/1sqLGiMvBzyLsVYm7amjm+vf/quKeLbY/aX6p2eLLhYLr4q9JwUzukU41g8On52uL63N5XfpJX1h/y/ohN7zDczga/hqVa49h8sf4P353GdBa6HuUd1bXag1HpZfMYlbuIP7/N4P0MAjrKDJ577GRxzjk3 PPeeJsOK1xqjNRam7gt3DaPwDa76LB</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rOvI6KBJ6DQgL6maZhJs/d80xyY=">AAACpXichVHLbhMxFD0dXmV4NC0bJDaBtIC6iO50Q9VVRDewQOoraaVOFY0nTmrV4xnNOFH bUfiA/gALViABQnwGGxZsi9RPQCyLxIYFN5NBCCrgWraPj++5PrZFolVmiU4mnHPnL1y8NHnZvXL12vWpyvRMK4v7aSibYazjdEsEmdTKyKZVVsutJJVBJLTcFHvLo/3NgUwzFZsNe5DInSjoGdVVYWCZalcavpA9ZfJAq56ZH7p+JOL93Bex7kSB3a3Our6V+1Z088fR8Kl/+9Cd5SRpOj8V7UqN6lRE9SzwSlBDGStx5Q18dBAjR B8RJAwsY40AGbdteCAkzO0gZy5lpIp9iSFc1vY5S3JGwOwejz1ebZes4fWoZlaoQz5Fc09ZWcUcHdNbOqUP9I4+0/e/1sqLGiMvBzyLsVYm7amjm+vf/quKeLbY/aX6p2eLLhYLr4q9JwUzukU41g8On52uL63N5XfpJX1h/y/ohN7zDczga/hqVa49h8sf4P353GdBa6HuUd1bXag1HpZfMYlbuIP7/N4P0MAjrKDJ577GRxzjk3 PPeeJsOK1xqjNRam7gt3DaPwDa76LB</latexit>
 (A+D)
<latexit sha1_base64="CqnnKtNB8gbmy8HUZZSNXCljhqI=">AAACs3ichV G7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbDJiiAtPJEioKowqOgQnmwSaSdaGXPOBMrHs9o7F2xjPID/AAFFUgIIVr+gIYfoAgtNIgySDQU3J0dhCACrmX7+Pie62Nb5FpZx9j+h Hfk6LHjJyZP+qdOnzk71Th3ft1m/SKSnSjTWbEpuJVaGdlxymm5mReSp0LLDbF7Z7S/MZCFVZl54Ia53Ep5YtS2irgjqte4HwqZKFNyrRJzbc8PU5E9LEOR6Tj lbqc544exsrnmQ+uGWvqhVUnK526F09fD6btX/RmSSBP/1PcaLdZmVTQPg6AGLdSxnDVeIkSMDBH6SCFh4AhrcFhqXQRgyInbQklcQUhV+xJ78EnbpyxJGZzYXR oTWnVr1tB6VNNW6ohO0dQLUjYxy96zV+yAvWOv2Wf2/a+1yqrGyMuQZjHWyrw39fji2rf/qlKaHXZ+qf7p2WEbNyqvirznFTO6RTTWDx49OVi7uTpbXmHP2Rfy/ 4zts7d0AzP4Gr1YkatP4dMHBH8+92GwPt8OWDtYmW8t3a6/YhKXcBlz9N6LWMI9LKND577BB3zEJ2/B63rCi8ep3kStuYDfwkt/ABvXpzY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CqnnKtNB8gbmy8HUZZSNXCljhqI=">AAACs3ichV G7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbDJiiAtPJEioKowqOgQnmwSaSdaGXPOBMrHs9o7F2xjPID/AAFFUgIIVr+gIYfoAgtNIgySDQU3J0dhCACrmX7+Pie62Nb5FpZx9j+h Hfk6LHjJyZP+qdOnzk71Th3ft1m/SKSnSjTWbEpuJVaGdlxymm5mReSp0LLDbF7Z7S/MZCFVZl54Ia53Ep5YtS2irgjqte4HwqZKFNyrRJzbc8PU5E9LEOR6Tj lbqc544exsrnmQ+uGWvqhVUnK526F09fD6btX/RmSSBP/1PcaLdZmVTQPg6AGLdSxnDVeIkSMDBH6SCFh4AhrcFhqXQRgyInbQklcQUhV+xJ78EnbpyxJGZzYXR oTWnVr1tB6VNNW6ohO0dQLUjYxy96zV+yAvWOv2Wf2/a+1yqrGyMuQZjHWyrw39fji2rf/qlKaHXZ+qf7p2WEbNyqvirznFTO6RTTWDx49OVi7uTpbXmHP2Rfy/ 4zts7d0AzP4Gr1YkatP4dMHBH8+92GwPt8OWDtYmW8t3a6/YhKXcBlz9N6LWMI9LKND577BB3zEJ2/B63rCi8ep3kStuYDfwkt/ABvXpzY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CqnnKtNB8gbmy8HUZZSNXCljhqI=">AAACs3ichV G7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbDJiiAtPJEioKowqOgQnmwSaSdaGXPOBMrHs9o7F2xjPID/AAFFUgIIVr+gIYfoAgtNIgySDQU3J0dhCACrmX7+Pie62Nb5FpZx9j+h Hfk6LHjJyZP+qdOnzk71Th3ft1m/SKSnSjTWbEpuJVaGdlxymm5mReSp0LLDbF7Z7S/MZCFVZl54Ia53Ep5YtS2irgjqte4HwqZKFNyrRJzbc8PU5E9LEOR6Tj lbqc544exsrnmQ+uGWvqhVUnK526F09fD6btX/RmSSBP/1PcaLdZmVTQPg6AGLdSxnDVeIkSMDBH6SCFh4AhrcFhqXQRgyInbQklcQUhV+xJ78EnbpyxJGZzYXR oTWnVr1tB6VNNW6ohO0dQLUjYxy96zV+yAvWOv2Wf2/a+1yqrGyMuQZjHWyrw39fji2rf/qlKaHXZ+qf7p2WEbNyqvirznFTO6RTTWDx49OVi7uTpbXmHP2Rfy/ 4zts7d0AzP4Gr1YkatP4dMHBH8+92GwPt8OWDtYmW8t3a6/YhKXcBlz9N6LWMI9LKND577BB3zEJ2/B63rCi8ep3kStuYDfwkt/ABvXpzY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CqnnKtNB8gbmy8HUZZSNXCljhqI=">AAACs3ichV G7bhQxFD0ZXmF4ZIEGiWbDJiiAtPJEioKowqOgQnmwSaSdaGXPOBMrHs9o7F2xjPID/AAFFUgIIVr+gIYfoAgtNIgySDQU3J0dhCACrmX7+Pie62Nb5FpZx9j+h Hfk6LHjJyZP+qdOnzk71Th3ft1m/SKSnSjTWbEpuJVaGdlxymm5mReSp0LLDbF7Z7S/MZCFVZl54Ia53Ep5YtS2irgjqte4HwqZKFNyrRJzbc8PU5E9LEOR6Tj lbqc544exsrnmQ+uGWvqhVUnK526F09fD6btX/RmSSBP/1PcaLdZmVTQPg6AGLdSxnDVeIkSMDBH6SCFh4AhrcFhqXQRgyInbQklcQUhV+xJ78EnbpyxJGZzYXR oTWnVr1tB6VNNW6ohO0dQLUjYxy96zV+yAvWOv2Wf2/a+1yqrGyMuQZjHWyrw39fji2rf/qlKaHXZ+qf7p2WEbNyqvirznFTO6RTTWDx49OVi7uTpbXmHP2Rfy/ 4zts7d0AzP4Gr1YkatP4dMHBH8+92GwPt8OWDtYmW8t3a6/YhKXcBlz9N6LWMI9LKND577BB3zEJ2/B63rCi8ep3kStuYDfwkt/ABvXpzY=</latexit>
Fig. 1: Integral path γz.
Figure 1 illustrates the integral path γz.




























|µ| dµ ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A).













dρ+ e =: L(δ1, δ2) <∞,
it follows that
‖T (z)− TD(z)‖ ≤ CL(δ1, δ2)ν
1− ν ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A).
For every  > 0, if we choose ν ∈ (0, 1) satisfying
ν <

CL(δ1, δ2) + 
,
then (4.2) holds.
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To treat the general case, we take w0 ≥ 0 such that A−w0I generates a bounded
analytic semigroup of angle δ. Since
‖Dx‖ ≤ α‖Ax‖+ β‖x‖ ≤ α‖(A− w0I)x‖+ (αw0 + β)‖x‖ ∀x ∈ dom(A),
the operator D is also relatively (A−w0I)-bounded and the coefficients α and αw0+β
can be arbitrarily small for suitable α, β. Take z ∈ Σδ1 ∩Dr. Replacing A by A−w0I
in the argument above, we obtain
‖e−w0zT (z)− e−w0zTD(z)‖ ≤ νL(δ1, δ2)
2pi(1− ν) ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A).
and hence
‖T (z)− TD(z)‖ ≤ e
w0rCL(δ1, δ2)ν
1− ν ∀D ∈ Pα, β(A).
Thus, for every  > 0, if ν ∈ (0, 1) satisfies
ν <

ew0rCL(δ1, δ2) + 
,
then we obtain (4.2). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. If we use Theorem 4.3 instead of Theorem 3.2, then we
obtain the proof of Theorem 1.3, by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 above.
We therefore omit the detail.
We conclude this section with the comparison of the perturbation classes in The-
orems 1.2 and 1.3. Let A be a generator on a Banach space X. If the perturbation
D is small in the sense of (3.1), then D is small in the sense of (4.1) as well. More
precisely, for every α, β > 0, t0 > 0, and D ∈ L(X1, X), there exists q > 0 such that
(3.1) implies (4.1); see, e.g., Exercise III.2.18 (2) of [7]. However, the converse is false
as shown below.
Example 4.4. Here we provide a perturbation that is small in the sense of (4.1)
but large in the sense of (3.1). Since the semigroup we consider in this example is
not analytic, Theorem 4.3 is not applicable. We will therefore see that even if the
perturbation is sufficiently small in the sense of (4.1), the difference between the
original and perturbed semigroups is not small.
Consider the Banach space
X :=
{
(xn)n∈N : xn ∈ C for every n ∈ N and lim
n→∞xn = 0
}
with norm ‖(xn)n∈N‖ := supn∈N |xn|. On the Banach space X, we take the strongly





n∈N ∀t ≥ 0.
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see, e.g., Lemma in Section II.2.9 of [7]. The semigroup T (t) is not analytic.
Consider the perturbation operator Dm : X → X, m ∈ N, defined by




mxm, 0, . . . ).
The operator Dm is bounded for each m ∈ N, but the norm of Dm diverges as m→∞.
(a) First we investigate the conditions (3.1) and (4.1) for Dm. If we take
(4.9) (zn)n∈N = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1
, zm, 0, . . . ) ∈ dom(A),
then every t0 > 0,∫ t0
0
∥∥DmT (t)(zn)n∈N∥∥dt = ∫ t0
0
∣∣√me(−1+im)tzm∣∣dt = √m (1− e−t0)‖(zn)n∈N‖.
On the other hand, for every (xn)n∈N ∈ dom(A),∥∥A(xn)n∈N∥∥ ≥ | − 1 + im| · |xm| ≥ m|xm|,
and hence ∥∥Dm(xn)n∈N∥∥ = √m |xm| ≤ ∥∥A(xn)n∈N∥∥√
m
.
Therefore, as m→∞, the perturbation Dm becomes larger in the sense of (3.1) but
smaller in the sense of (4.1).
(b) Let us next examine the difference between the semigroup and the perturbed
semigroup. Since Dm is bounded, it follows that each A+Dm is the generator of the
strongly continuous semigroup Tm(t), which is given by




(−1+i(m+1))txm+1, . . . )
for every t ≥ 0. Hence, (zn)n∈N in (4.9) satisfies∥∥T (t)(zn)n∈N − Tm(t)(zn)n∈N∥∥ = ∣∣e(−1+im)tzm − e(−1+im)t+√mtzm∣∣
= e−t(e
√
mt − 1)∥∥(zn)n∈N∥∥ ∀t ≥ 0,
which implies that ‖T (t)− Tm(t)‖ ≥ e−t(e
√
mt − 1) for every m ∈ N and every t ≥ 0.
From this example, we find that even if the perturbation is sufficiently small in the
sense of (4.1), there exists a strongly continuous semigroup such that the difference
(in the uniform operator topology) between the original and perturbed semigroups is
not small. Moreover, a similar calculation shows that ‖Tm(t)‖ ≥ e(
√
m−1)t for every
m ∈ N and t ≥ 0. Since ‖T (t)‖ = e−t, the open-loop system x˙ = Ax is exponentially
stable. However, the perturbed open-loop system x˙ = (A+Dm)x is not exponentially
stable for any m ∈ N, although Dm becomes sufficiently small in the sense of (4.1) as
m→∞.
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5. Examples. In this section, we illustrate the proposed robustness analysis
with delayed perturbations and low-order differential perturbations. First, we ap-
ply Theorem 1.2 to delayed perturbations, employing the techniques developed in
Chapter 3 in [3]. To analyze the robust stability of diffusion systems, we exploit The-
orem 1.3 together with the results obtained in Example III.2.12 of [7] and Example
3.7.34 of [1].
Before presenting examples, we recall the definitions of vector-valued function
spaces. For an interval J ⊂ R, we define the vector-valued Lebesgue space L2(J,X)
and Sobolev space H1(J,X) by
L2(J,X) :=
{


















‖f(s)‖2dx, ‖f‖H1 := ‖f‖L2 + ‖g‖L2 ,
where g satisfies the condition in the definition of H1(J,X). We set L2(J) := L2(J,C)
and H1(J) := H1(J,C). Similarly, Lp(J), p ∈ [1,∞], and H2(J) are denoted by the
standard scalar-valued Lebesgue space and second-order Sobolev space, respectively.
Example 5.1 (Delayed perturbations). For a Banach space X, define a bounded
linear operator Φ : H1
(





where η : [−1, 0]→ L(X) is of bounded variation. We refer the readers to Chapter 2
of [5] for the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of a vector-valued function. For k ∈ {1, . . . , n},
let Dk ∈ L(X), hk ∈ [0, 1], and 1[−hk,0] be the characteristic function of [−hk, 0]. If
we set η :=
∑n





For a function z : [−1,∞) → X and t ≥ 0, we define zt : [−1, 0] → X by
zt(σ) := z(t+ σ). Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T (t) on
X. For a Banach space U , let B0 ∈ L(U,X) and F ∈ L(X,U). Consider the following
sampled-data system with delayed perturbation:
z˙(t) = Az(t) + Φzt +B0u(t) t ≥ 0; z(0) = ζ, z0 = f,(5.2a)
u(kτ + t) = Fz(kτ) t ∈ [0, τ), k ∈ Z+.(5.2b)




:= ‖z‖X + ‖f‖L2 , where ‖ · ‖X is the norm in X.












∈ dom(A)×H1([−1, 0], X) : f(0) = ζ} ,
where d/dθ denotes the distributional derivative. We denote by ‖ ·‖A the graph norm
for A, i.e., ‖x‖A := ‖x‖X + ‖Ax‖X for x ∈ dom(A), and set X1 :=
(






















we find that (5.2) can be written in the abstract form





u(kτ + t) = Fx(kτ) t ∈ [0, τ), k ∈ Z+.
see Section 3.1 of [3] for details. Moreover, A generates a strongly continuous semi-
group T (t) by Theorem 3.2.5 of [3]. For every t0 ∈ (0, 1),∫ t0
0
‖DT (s)x‖X ds ≤ t1/20 · sup
t∈[0,1]
‖T (t)‖ · v(η; [−1, 0]) · ‖x‖X ∀x ∈ dom(A)
by (3.41) of [3], where v(η; [−1, 0]) is the total variation of η on [−1, 0]. By The-
orem 1.2, if the total variation v(η; [−1, 0]) is sufficiently small and if the nominal
sampled-data system is exponentially stable with decay rate greater than ω, then the
perturbed sampled-data system is also exponentially stable with decay rate greater
than ω.
Example 5.2 (Perturbations by general low-order differential operators). Con-






f ∈ H2[0, 1] : f(0) = f(1)}.
This operator generates an analytic semigroup on X, and the first-order derivative
Γ0 := d/dξ with maximal domain H
1[0, 1] is relatively A-bounded, i.e., there exist
constants α0, β0 ≥ 0 such that
‖Γ0f‖L2 ≤ α0‖Af‖L2 + β0‖f‖L2 ∀f ∈ dom(A);
see Example III.2.12 (i) of [7]. Take D ∈ L(H1[0, 1], L2[0, 1]). Using Poincare’s
inequality (see, e.g., Sec. 1.7.2 in [6]),
‖f‖L2 ≤ 1
pi
‖Γ0f‖L2 ∀f ∈ dom(A),
we have that
‖Df‖L2 ≤ ‖D‖ · ‖f‖H1 ≤ 1 + pi
pi
‖D‖ · ‖Γ0f‖L2
≤ 1 + pi
pi
‖D‖ (α0‖Ax‖L2 + β0‖x‖L2) ∀f ∈ dom(A),
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By Theorem 1.3, if ‖D‖ is sufficiently small and if the nominal sampled-data system
with generator A is exponentially stable with decay rate greater than ω, then the
sampled-data system perturbed by D is also exponential stability with decay rate
greater than ω.
Example 5.3 (Perturbations by low-order differential operators and multiplica-
tion operators). We consider the n-dimensional diffusion semigroup on X := L1(Rn)
given by





for every t > 0 and every x ∈ Rn. Let us denote by A the generator of T (t).
By Proposition in Paragraph II.2.13 of [7], the generator A is the closure of the
Laplacian defined on the Schwartz space, i.e., the space of rapidly decreasing, infinitely
differentiable functions. For j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let Uj be the strongly continuous group
on X defined by
(Uj(t)f)(x) := f(x1, . . . , xj−1, xj + t, . . . , xn)
for every t ∈ R and every x ∈ Rn. For j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and the generator of Uj be






for every x ∈ Rn with domain
dom(D1) :=
{
f ∈ L1(Rn) : f ∈ dom(Γj) for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with dj 6≡ 0
}
.
Let p > max{1, n/2} and q ∈ Lp(Rn), and define
(D2f)(x) := q(x)f(x)
for every x ∈ Rn with domain dom(D2) :=
{
f ∈ L1(Rn) : qf ∈ L1(Rn)}. It is shown





(‖Af‖L1 + ‖f‖L1) ∀f ∈ dom(A).
As shown in Example III.2.12 (ii) of [7], D2 is also relatively A-bounded and satisfies
(5.4) ‖D2f‖L1 ≤ c‖q‖Lp
(‖Af‖L1 + ‖f‖L1) ∀f ∈ dom(A),
where the constant c > 0 depends only on p and n. Together with (5.3) and (5.4),
Theorem 1.3 shows that if ‖d1‖L∞ , . . . , ‖dn‖L∞ and ‖q‖Lp are sufficiently small and if
the nominal sampled-data system with generator A is exponentially stable with decay
rate greater than ω, then the sampled-data system perturbed by D := D1 + D2 is
also exponentially stable with decay rate greater than ω.
6. Concluding remarks. We have analyzed the exponential stability of infinite-
dimensional sampled-data systems under unbounded perturbations. First we have
showed that exponential stability is preserved if the perturbed semigroup is sufficiently
close to the original semigroup in the uniform operator topology. Then we have
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presented two results on the continuity of strongly continuous semigroups with respect
to their generators. The first result is based on the perturbation theorem of Miyadera-
Voigt. The second result is obtained from the results on analytic semigroups and
relatively bounded perturbations. In this study, we have considered only bounded
control operators in this study, and future work will involve extending the obtained
results to systems with unbounded control operators.
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